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Collaboration and unity centralize the team at Oak and Stone Development.
As a 100% Native owned firm, we understand the challenges and caveats
associated with tribal government regulations and policy. Our professionals’
goals with every developmental project assists your community Tribal
development through effective and efficient strategy implementation. Oak
and Stone is more than an owner’s representative/project management firm.
We are the accumulation of Indigenous generational strategy focused on the
future of development for the sustainability and continuity of your Tribe. We
are here for your Tribe.
Conceptualizing a business plan requiring construction is exciting. At
Oak and Stone, our professionals bridge a wealth of individual decades of
experience as a now unified team. We offer connections to architectural
and engineering professions, general and specialized contractors, operators,
funding sources, all while facilitating construction project management,
clientele budget considerations, following time-constraints, and guiding the
entire project process to completion.
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WHAT WE DO
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
REGULATORY MANAGEMENT
DESIGN MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
BUDGET MITIGATION

O

ak and Stone Development manages the clients’ budgetary and operational goals, generates
funding sources, mitigates financial exposure, and enhances communities by assisting the
development of land and property facilities through our project management and construction
development services. Tribal projects are complex, detailed, fast paced, and include constant communication
and tracking. Our firm is the professional one-stop full services owners’ representative that investigates and
analyzes the scope, schedules and monitors milestones, forecasts design challenges, and provides expedited
solutions, while protecting your tribe and furthering its economic advantage.
elected team members work directly with tribal departments in the planning, development, and procurement
of studies, reports, models, and surveys to move through the various networks of the Tribal Government entities.
Development of any industry and creation of economic advancement in Indian Country requires extensive
architecture and engineering design resources, review, and management. It also demands experience and insight into
communications within and between tribal government and outside agencies. Oak and Stone Development utilizes the
multi-industry experience of the team to empower your tribe and its opportunities. We are seeking projects aligning with the
implementation of your economic endeavors to develop and operate a Tribal Enterprise in your community.

S
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THE PROFESSIONALS
SKYE MCMICHAEL, MBA

CO-OWNER & CEO

For over 10 years, Skye served as the CEO and Chariman of La Jolla Band of Luiseno Indians Gaming Committee. As CEO, he oversaw operations of the La Jolla
Campground and RV Resort, ZipZoom Ziplines, Trading Post, and Casino. Through extensive enterprise oversight with effective decision-making, Skye also
secured BIA financing for La Jolla tribal property renovation, purchased sacred lands for La Jolla soverignty, earned $10 million for an adventure resort park,
and focused intensely on safety and disaster mitigation. Skye’s strengths in uniting his people stem from a deep belief in building communities and stregnthening
them. As founder of Oak and Stone Development, passion and perserversence are central to his project management goals.
Soboba Sovovatum Village
Commercial Center

Santa Rosa Pit Stop

Santa Rosa Hemp Farms

La Jolla Trading Post and Casino

SHANE MELBO

CO-OWNER & COO

For over a decade, Shane worked as project manager for the development, design, and construction devision of one of the largest commercial real-estate developers in San Diego and for a design build general contractor. Previous to his co-founding Oak and Stone Development, Shane worked directly with tthe La
Jolla Band of Luiseno Indians as a project manager. His passion for construction management motivates sustainable development enterprises for Tribal nations,
through which his experieince working on projects such as travel and retail centers, hospitality and educational construction development, government, and
industrial innovation originates. At Oak and Stone, Shane’s determination to exceed expectations is linked directly in his belief that autonomy and resilience lies
at the heart of the Native American people.
Soboba Sovovatum Village
Commercial Center

Big Valley Commercial Center

San Marcos Double Peak School

Stonebrae Country Club
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THE PROFESSIONALS
SHANE HELMS

PROJECT MANAGER

For over 15 years, Shane worked in the utility industry as the former Planning Director for Morongo Band of Mission Indians, and as an electric utility planner
and designer for ENCO Utilities. Shane has overseen and coordinated projects from project planning, design, development, implementation, construction to
operational status for multiple municipalities, and federal and private electrical utility organizations. He also has extensive experience with Southern California
Edison, Socal Gas, Frontier, Verizon, AT&T, San Diego Gas and Electric, Pacific Gas and Electric, City of Moreno Valley, and U.S. Military bases, to name a few.
His pursuit for sustainable management and energy for his tribal people stems from many years servicing his communities.
Planning Director Morongo Band of
Mission Indians

ENCO Solar Project

San Deigo Gas

Southern California Edison

EVA SILVA

DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE & DEVELOPMENT

With a lifelong passion for community development and sustainable agriculture, Eva brings enthusiasm and diverse knowledge to each project. Immersing herself
in the hemp industry for the last seven years, she has served as a content creator, industry consultant and - at international conferences - keynote speaker and
panel host. As a writer, publisher, editor, film producer, marketing manager, and spokesperson, she has managed diverse teams and been a voice for the emerging
multi-billion dollar industry. Her experience also includes grant writing for La Jolla Band of Mission Indians Fire Dept. and securing funding/investments
for multiple non-tribal projects. She’s a proud supporter of and advocate for Solutions Farms (part of Solutions for Change) and founding member of HALO
Structures.
Hemp Farms Research and Development

Hemp Farms R &D

Hemp Farms R &D

Natives In Recovery
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THE PROFESSIONALS
JOHN STACEY

VP OF CASINO OPERATIONS
With over 25 years of experience in the gaming and hospitality industry in the US and Internationally, John offers experience and knowledge in the logistics of
casino development. For fifteen years, John has serviced on successful Tribal Gaming projects throughout the US, including Chukchansi Gold Resort and Casino,
Tachi Palace Hotel and Casino, Suquamish Clearwater Casino and Resort, and the Spokane Tribe of of Indians Casino Master Planning and Cencept Design, to
name a few. His work on opening teams on Tribal projects in California, Connecticut and Washington State lend John insight into casino development for southern
California tribes seeks extensive economic growth advantages.
Atlantis Bahamas Resort & Casino

Chukchansi Gold Resort & Casino

Tachi Palace Hotel & Casino

Sheraton Puerto Ric0 Hotel & Casino
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CHANGING COMMUNITIES
SANTA ROSA PIT STOP

As a new revenue stream for the Santa Rosa Band of Cahuilla
Indians, the Santa Rosa Pit Stop presented a pivotal opportunity
to assist the development of tribal autonomy, economic growth,
and practical investment opportunities for the Santa Rosa Band
of Cahuilla Indians. As commuters, travelers, and locals drive
through the diverse Santa Rosa and San Jacinto Mountain Range,
the Pit Stop serves as the only travel center, meeting a crucial
demand for products and services. The program included the
construction development, funding procurement, and design
implementation of 3,800 sq. ft. convenience store with fastfood, 6 fuel pumps, and 4 diesel pumps. With the future of
sustainability and progressive development in mind, Oak and
Stone Development accommodated space for two future electric
vehicle charging stations and 1,700 sq. ft. of future retail space.
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CURRENT PROJECTS

SOBOBA C-STORE AND RETAIL CENTER

O

our Oak and Stone Development Program for the Soboba Economic
Development Corporation is breaking ground for the construction
of a 7,500 sq. ft. Convenience Store, including a Drive-Thru Tobacco
Shop and Drive-Thru Fast Food Restaurant. The vast expanse of
this project encompasses a grand 2,500 sq. ft. Retail Shopping Center, with an
additional 44,000 sq.ft. of available space for future development. For locals and
travelers, the project includes 20 fuel pumps, four RV fuel pumps, and 3,600 sq.
ft. full-service carwash.
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CURRENT PROJECTS

BIG VALLEY RANCHERIA COMMERICAL CENTER

Oak and Stone envisions a sustainable future for your
Tribe. We are in the process of developing a 564,465 sq.
ft. Commercial Center for Big Valley Rancheria. The site
will include a 4,500 sq. ft. Convenience Store, 20 pump
gas station with 4 pump RV island, car and boat wash
station, a Drive-Thru smoke shop, and Class II gaming
facility.
The development of additional features of the plan
also includes 168,149 sq. ft. of retail shopping space, a
laundromat, coffee shop, and a quick-service restaurant
space (QSR) space. These community services provide
efficient accessibility to necessities for the people within
proximity to the Tribe. Oak and Stone Development
looks to the future of Tribal sustainability, offering
qualified team member services that render your land
and property into profitable assets.
For the maximization of energy efficient, we are
developing a 1.3-acre solar field, engineering multiple
intersection and lane expansion areas, and proposing an
additional 44,000 sq. ft. of future retail/farmers market
space for local shops and markets.
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CURRENT PROJECTS

SANTA ROSA HEMP FARM

Hemp - both Industrial and CBD - is one of the fastest growing, most sustainable industries
in the country. It presents great opportunities when built on a foundation of industry history
knowledge, compliance awareness, optimized cultivation options/technology, and a cutting-edge
network of industry change-makers. Our team at Oak and Stone Development brings combined
knowledge, experience and tools of these essentials to your Tribal project.
We are currently developing the Santa Rosa Hemp Farm, conceptualizing the business model,
hemp profitability plan, and curating the USDA and California state industry compliant policies
and procedures documents. Our team oversees development of the project in accordance
with the Tribe’s USDA approved Hemp Plan. We also orchestrated organization of their Hemp
Commission to help ensure compliance in the short and long term.
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OUR STORY
As Native American entrepreneurs, we - Skye
McMichael and Shane Melbo - co-founded
Oak and Stone Development to establish
and enhance sustainability through economic
development with Native American sovereign
nations. We provide full-service specialization in
project management and development, utilizing
transparent strategies to deliver a profitable and
finalized project in multiple industries.
With years of experience and insight in Tribal
politics, federal BIA policy and regulations,
and challenges within Indian Country, our value
stands firmly on a platform of understanding
how to maneuver through these complexities to
transform your vision into economic progress. We
serve as the professional communication liaison
link between tribal business and government
entities and the designers, contractors, and funding
sources necessary to meet overall development
goals and bring projects from concept to
completion.
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GIVING BACK

Oak and Stone Development is proud to support nonprofit and humanitarian-related companies. Securing funding and
creating assets is a crucial step in empowering these companies to expand their reach and impact the lives of many.
We take pride in helping create the financial and logistical foundation upon which companies can build not just their
facilities, but also their enduring vision for helping and enhancing other lives. We look forward to bringing these services
to many other businesses and organization.
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Thank you
for your time.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, please contact:
skye.mcmichael@oakandstonedevelopment.com
shane.melbo@oakandstonedevelopment.com
www.oakandstonedevelopment.com
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